
PERSPECTIVES ON SAFETY & SECURITY



“Every Voice Counts” was designed, fielded, and analyzed by 
Jocelyn Goldberg-Schaible (Rochester Research Group) 

in collaboration and partnership with 
Janet Sunkin (Survey Coordinator) and Judy Azoff (Survey Committee Chair)

Jocelyn Goldberg-Schaible Janet Sunkin Judy Azoff

“This project was truly a labor of love from the three of us to the Jewish community we love. 
Although none of us were born or raised here, it is the community that became our home . . . 
where each of us have lived, raised our children, worked professionally, and volunteered 
for the past 40 years.” -- Judy, Janet & Jocelyn
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Survey data tells us stories.

With a sample comprised of

2,395 Jewish adult participants
208 Jewish teen participants
350 Non-Jewish participants

here’s what we learned about 
the issue of Safety & Security
from these three perspectives.

[Combined Sample N=2,953]



First, the Jewish Adult Perspective

[N=2,395 Jewish Adult Participants]

Survey script’s introduction to this question series:

A community where “Every Voice Counts” means a 
community where different perspectives can be handled 
openly and respectfully.

Let’s explore next a few difficult, complicated issues -- to 
understand your experiences and opinions -- in the spirit of 
fostering open, honest dialog. 

First, let’s focus on anti-Semitism.  [ set of questions]
Let’s focus next on Israel.  [ set of questions]

Now let’s focus on the issue of safety & security…
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Now let’s focus on the issue of safety and security. 
How safe have you been feeling these days as a Jew 

[or a member of a Jewish household] 
living in the Rochester region?
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[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]

Observation:  
Nearly half (48%) of our Jewish adult
participants describe themselves as 
feeling less than very safe recently
as Jews living in the Rochester region.
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More specifically, how safe have you felt, during the past year or so, 

within each of these Jewish settings?

At religious services in a synagogue
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[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]
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Observation:
49% of our Jewish adult participants who 
have attended religious services in a 
synagogue describe themselves as feeling 
less than very safe there recently.
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More specifically, how safe have you felt, during the past year or so, 

within each of these Jewish settings?

At religious services held elsewhere [eg. at the JCC or on a campus]
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[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]
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Observation:
51% of our Jewish adult participants who 
have attended religious services in a setting
other than a synagogue describe themselves 
as feeling less than very safe there recently.
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More specifically, how safe have you felt, during the past year or so, 

within each of these Jewish settings?

At celebrations [weddings, bar mitzvahs, etc.] in Jewish spaces
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[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]
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Observation:
47% of our Jewish adult participants 
who have attended celebrations in 
Jewish settings describe themselves as 
feeling less than very safe there recently.
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More specifically, how safe have you felt, during the past year or so, 

within each of these Jewish settings?

At other programs held in Jewish spaces
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[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]
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Observation:
52% of our Jewish adult participants 
who have attended other programs held 
in Jewish spaces describe themselves as 
feeling less than very safe there recently.
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More specifically, how safe have you felt, during the past year or so, 

within each of these Jewish settings?

At Jewish programs held in secular spaces
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[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]
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Observation:
53% of our Jewish adult participants 
who have attended Jewish programs held 
in secular spaces describe themselves as 
feeling less than very safe there recently.
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More specifically, how safe have you felt, during the past year or so, 

within each of these Jewish settings?

At identifiably Jewish restaurants, stores and businesses
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[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]
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Observation:
50% of our Jewish adult participants 
who have patronized identifiably Jewish 
restaurants, stores, and businesses 
describe themselves as feeling less 
than very safe there recently.
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Given the recent incidents of terrorism and hatred around the world, our Jewish community 

recognizes its responsibility to ensure that we all feel secure and protected as Jews, gathering 

Jewishly, going to Jewish places, and doing Jewish things. As a result, Rochester's Jewish 

Federation is investing significant resources examining every venue where Jews gather to make 

sure that the right precautions and procedures are in place to keep us safe. 

Before this survey, how aware were you that these security efforts were underway?
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[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]

Observation:
58% of our Jewish adult participants 
describe themselves as less than very 
aware of the Federation’s security efforts.
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Knowing that these efforts are in fact already being made, 
how safe do you now feel as a Jew [or a member of a Jewish 

household] living in the greater Rochester region?
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Observation:
Knowing about these security efforts, 
54% of our Jewish adult participants 
describe themselves as feeling less than 
very safe as Jews living in the Rochester 
region. This is a 6 p.p. increase from 
the 48% who felt that way initially.0%
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Knowing that these efforts are in fact already being made, 
how safe do you now feel as a Jew [or a member of a Jewish 

household] living in the greater Rochester region?
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Observation:  Learning about these security efforts seems perhaps to be 
a sobering realization to our adult Jewish respondents.  Among those 
already aware, 48% feel less than very safe, just as they did initially.
Among those previously less aware, 58% now feel less than very safe. 
This 10 p.p. difference suggests that learning that our community is taking 
their Jewish security seriously is on the one hand reassuring but on the other 
hand substantiates the very real necessity for such efforts.
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THE NON-JEWISH (“Jewish Adjacent”) PERSPECTIVE:
Given the recent incidence of violence against Jews around the 

world and even in the US, how safe & secure have you been feeling 
in our own community's Jewish places, events, gatherings, etc.?
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[N= 350 Non-Jewish Respondents]

Observation:
42% of our non-Jewish participants
describe themselves as feeling less 
than very safe in Jewish settings.
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THE NON-JEWISH (“Jewish Adjacent”) PERSPECTIVE:
Given the recent incidence of violence against Jews around the 

world and even in the US, how safe & secure have you been feeling 
in our own community's Jewish places, events, gatherings, etc.?
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Observation:  Among these non-Jewish adjacents, 
employees feel least safe, with members not far behind.  
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THE ROCHESTER REGION’s JEWISH TEEN PERSPECTIVE:

How safe & secure do you feel when attending Jewish 
events, doing Jewish things, and just being Jewish today?
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[N= 208 Jewish Teen Respondents]

Observation:
36% of our Jewish teen participants 
describe themselves as feeling less 
than very safe in Jewish settings.
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THE ROCHESTER REGION’s JEWISH TEEN PERSPECTIVE:

How safe & secure do you feel when attending Jewish 
events, doing Jewish things, and just being Jewish today?
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Observation:  33% of our younger teens and 38% of our older teens feel 
less than very safe being Jewish today. This age differential might be the 
result of the older teens being out in the world more – eg. some already 
in college.  Given the fact that many of our teens were interviewed within the 
summer camp context, it might also reflect the camper / counselor differential, 
with the latter responsible for the safety and well-being of the former.
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY:
SAFETY & SECURITY

 Our Jewish community’s safety and security is an issue already 
being taken very seriously by Rochester’s Jewish Federation, with 
significant resources now being devoted to the complexities of keeping 
us safe across numerous venues and settings.

 But this issue has a perceptual dimension alongside its operational
challenges. It’s one thing to keep us safe and secure.  It’s 
another for us to believe that we are indeed safe as Jews while 
living Jewishly, being in Jewish venues, doing Jewish things in 
secular venues, etc. There is, in other words, an important 
perceptual dimension to this issue. 

 Although we did not probe this perceptual dimension with any open-
ended questions, we did ask all our respondents – Jewish adults, 
Jewish teens, and non-Jewish “adjacents” -- about how safe and 
secure they have been feeling recently.  

 Our analysis uses the combination of their less than very safe
responses [i.e. “somewhat safe” + “not very safe” + “not at all safe”] 
as our key evaluative metric.  
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY:
SAFETY & SECURITY

 Reassuringly, from every perspective, ”somewhat safe” is the most 
often-cited component of the three.  But unlike some survey topics, 
where “great” + “good” criteria are often combined, this is not a context 
in which a “top two box” response [i.e. Very + Somewhat] would be 
appropriate. Arguably, we should aspire to feeling “very safe”, and not 
settle for feeling “somewhat safe.”  Hence, our analysis establishes an 
ameliorative baseline to measure against in the future, targeting an 
increase in those who someday will be able to describe themselves as 
feeling “very safe.”

 As the summary chart on the following page reveals, our teens tend to 
feel safest [no surprise there], but our older teens feel less safe than our 
younger teens.  Our non-Jewish adjacents tend to feel directionally safer 
as service recipients, volunteers and donors than they do as employees 
or members.  And our Jewish adults feel collectively least safe. 

 58% of our participants were less than very aware of the community’s 
current Safety & Security efforts before the survey. Interestingly, 
initially hearing about those efforts makes them feel less safe 
rather than more so, perhaps because it made them realize the 
seriousness  of the situation.  Communication around these 
Safety & Security efforts might want to take that perceptual 
impact into account.   
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How safe & secure our survey participants 
have been feeling within our Jewish community:

Participant Segment % very safe & 
secure

% less than very 
safe & secure

All our Jewish Adults 52% 48%

J adults at synagogue services 51% 49%

J adults at services held elsewhere 49% 51%

J adults at celebrations in J spaces 53% 47%

J adults at other programs in J spaces 48% 52%

J adults at J programs in secular spaces 47% 53%

J adults at J stores, restaurants, etc. 50% 50%

Jewish Adults already aware of S&S efforts 52% 48%

Jewish Adults newly aware of S&S efforts 42% 58%

All our Non-Jewish Participants 58% 42%

N-J Employees 54% 46%

N-J Members 58% 42%

N-J Service Recipients 65% 35%

N-J Volunteers / Donors 60% 40%

All our Rochester Region Teen Participants 64% 36%

Teens ages 13-15 67% 33%      

Teens ages 16-19 62% 38%



… questions or comments?

Amy Libenson
ALibenson@JewishRochester.org
Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester

mailto:ALibenson@JewishRochester.org

